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Pictures are for reference only, if there is any error with

the actual machine, please refer to the actual machine!

1. Product panel introduction

Button and jack definitions:There are 4 buttons; there are 3

jacks, defined as follows:

1 、 /SOURCE/ : long press to switch on and off; short

press to play and pause bluetooth and usb; two short

presses to change function mode minus.

2 、VOL+ : short press to increase volume; long press to

skip to the next song in bluetooth or usb mode

3 、VOL- : short press to reduce volume; long press to

skip to previous song in bluetooth or usb mode
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4、LED/MODE, PAIR/TWS : short press to change various

lamp effect; long press to disconnect and re-pai

bluetooth; short press twice to connect TWS pairing

5、USB : U-DISK input playback jack

6、DC- IN: DC charging input jacks

7、AUX-IN: for external audio input jack (specifications:

3.5mm plug)

Remarks: When the machine is switched on in any mode,

press and hold the volume up+ and volume down- buttons

synchronously for 5 seconds to switch off the voice of

each function of the machine; press and hold the volume up+

and volume down- buttons again for 5 seconds to switch on

the voice of each function again!

Power supply method:

Machine built-in battery power supply, long press the

machine switch button, you can power on, long press again

to switch off. How to machine low power shutdown, please

connect the user to the machine's TYPE-C charging cable to

charge the machine, charging process, the red indicator

light long; fully charged red indicator light off!
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6. Operating instructions

● Bluetooth Pairing Playback Mode :

After switching on the machine, the machine directly enters

the Bluetooth function mode, the blue indicator light flashes

and Bluetooth enters the pairing state!

1). Place your mobile phones within 3 metres of each

other;

2). Activate the Bluetooth function of the mobile phone so

that the phone starts to look for a Bluetooth device

(please refer to the instructions for your mobile phone

for details);

3). Select "ITB2024" from the mobile phone's

searched devices and click on Connect at , the

blue indicator light will be on permanently.

4). Press the return key of the mobile phone to exit the

mobile phone menu, make sure that the distance between

the mobile phone and the mobile phone is within 10 metres

and there is no obstacle, at this time you can play music

through the machine.

5). Short press the "SOURCE" key on the key board of the main

unit to play and pause the sound; long press the "VOL+" or

"VOL-" key to select the song up and down.

6). If you need to disconnect, long press the "PAIR" button on the

main unit, at this time you can also use another mobile phone

device to connect to Bluetooth playback; if you do not choose to

connect, the indicator light blinks blue.
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7). If you want to play two machines at the same time, turn

on two machines at the same time, the machine first do

not connect the mobile phone device bluetooth, any two

short press one of the machine above the "PAIR" button,

the blue light off the machine for the vice, on behalf of

the two machines TWS connection success, the mobile

phone device connects to the machine will be able to play

the two synchronised! Playing operation volume, up and

down to skip songs,

etc.;long press the "PAIR" button of any machine again,

the blue light flashing represents disconnected the TWS

connection of two machines, and can return to a single

machine to play!

Note: 1, Priority short press two "PAIR" button, two

machines TWS connection,priority short press two "PAIR"

button machine is defined as the host, and the other one is

the vice (the opposite is also true)

2, Two machines TWS connection, the vice can not

operate the conversion function, can not read the USB, AUX

IN function mode can not be connected to the audio

playback (can only be achieved in the host all); can only

operate the volume size and colour light mode control (two

machines do not TWS connection, a separate machine all the

functions of the operation are available)!

● USB playback mode
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After power on, insert the USB flash drive into the USB jack,

SHORT PRESS THE "SOURCE" key on the machine twice to "USB"

function state, start listening to the USB audio music ;

short press the "SOURCE" key on the host to play and pause the

music. "key on the main unit to play and pause the

music.Long press "VOL+" or long press "VOL-" key can be up

and down to select songs.

● AUX IN playback mode:

After switching on the machine, use the 3.5mm plug audio

cable to connect the external audio input to the AUX IN jack

on the machine, SHORT PRESS THE "SOURCE" key on the machine

twice to "AUX IN" function, at this time will be an external

audio source, such as: MP3 / CD and other audio sources

connected to the audio cable into the AUX IN jack on the machine,

start listening to external audio music. At this time,

connect an external audio source such as MP3/CD to the AUX IN

jack on the machine, and start listening to external audio

music. (Please adjust the volume of the external audio source

to be moderate and in the playing state).

Volume adjustment mode:

A. After switching on the machine, in any mode of playback,

short press the "VOL-" key to reduce the volume; short press

the "VOL+" key on the machine to increase the volume.
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Switch off the machine：

Machine in the boot state, long press the host " key can be shut

down; if the machine power is too low, it will be the first time

the voice prompts "Low_Battery", the indicator red light

flashes slowly, the second time the prompts, the red light

flashes quickly, the voice prompts again "Low_Battery", after

a few minutes, the machine will shut down automatically.

Please connect the TYPE-C charging cable with the device to fully

charge the device and continue to use it!

FCC Statement
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the
limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the
FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference in a residential
installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate
radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful
interference to radio communications. However, there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular
installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference
to radio or television reception, which can be determined by
turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to
try to correct the interference by one or more of the following
measures:

• Reorient or relocate the receivingantenna.

• Increase the separation between the equipment and
receiver.
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• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different
from that to which the receiver is connected.

• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician

for help.
Caution: Any changes or modifications to this device not
explicitly approved by manufacturer could void your authority
to operate this equipment.
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This
device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this
device must accept any interference received, including
interference that may cause undesired operation.

RF Exposure Information
The device has been evaluated to meet general RF exposure
equirement.
The device can be used in portable exposure condition,
compliance with exposure requirements.
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